High-Level Synthesis from Programs with External Interrupt Handling
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Abstract—This paper presents a method of synthesizing a given binary program, which contains external interrupt handling, into hardware whose behavior is equivalent to the CPU running the program. In our method, the system control coprocessor which CPU uses for interrupt handling is incorporated into the hardware as a functional unit. Instructions for accessing coprocessor registers, returning from interrupt handling, and making system calls are scheduled as operations, and bound to the coprocessor. Jump register instructions for calling and returning from interrupt service routines are synthesized using operations that convert instruction addresses into the corresponding states of the hardware. Assuming MIPS R3000 as a CPU, the proposed method has been implemented on top of a binary synthesizer ACAP. A program of about 40 lines with an external interrupt service routine was synthesized into hardware, and it was confirmed that interrupt handling works correctly. The execution cycles and the delay were reduced by 14% and 26% respectively, at the cost of 1.1 times increase in hardware size.

I. INTRODUCTION

While embedded systems are getting increasingly rich in functionalities, higher and higher performance is required within limited power consumption. To implement such systems efficiently within limited design periods, there have been a lot of attempts to utilize high-level synthesis technology [1] to automatically design hardware from existing software [2, 3].

While high-level synthesis generates hardware from high-level behavioral languages such as C, binary synthesis [4] generates hardware from low-level programs written in assembly or machine languages. Binary synthesis can handle wider range of programs than high-level synthesis and hence it is suitable for translating programs originally developed as software into hardware. It is even possible to replace a processor and a binary program by a faster or smaller hardware module by applying binary synthesis to the whole binary code.

However, for applications where processors control external devices, the programs contain interrupt processing. Since traditional high-level/binary synthesis methods have not assumed interrupts in behavior specification, such programs can not be automatically translated into hardware.

This paper presents a first attempt to extend the ability of binary synthesis to handle interrupts, where binary programs with interrupt handlers are synthesized into hardware without modification. In our method, a system control coprocessor which handles interrupts is incorporated into the hardware as one of the functional units. The instructions for accessing coprocessor registers, for returning from interrupt handling, and for making system calls are translated into operations which are scheduled and executed by the coprocessor. Jump register instructions to branch to interrupt service routines and to return from interrupt handling are also synthesized by using an address-to-state translation function. The proposed method has been implemented on top of a binary synthesizer ACAP [3]. A program of about 40 lines with an external interrupt service routine was successfully synthesized into hardware. The execution speed was accelerated by 1.6 times at the cost of 1.1 times increases in the hardware size.

II. BINARY SYNTHESIS

High-level synthesis takes behavioral specification as inputs which are usually written in high-level languages such as C. However, the behavior may be specified also in assembly or machine languages, and such high-level synthesis techniques are called binary synthesis.

It can handle wider range of software programs than conventional high-level synthesis, although back-end technologies to generate hardware are common. By using the assembly/machine languages as intermediate representation, it can accept multiple high-level languages for which compilers are available. It can also handle pointers and library calls in a natural way, though this may involve some loss in performance. While binary synthesis can be used to convert some computationally intensive parts of given software programs, it can also generate a hardware module which is functionally equivalent to the processor running a program, by synthesizing the binary code as a whole.

ACAP [3] is a binary synthesizer which generates hardware from MIPS R3000 binary codes. As shown in Fig. 1, it disassembles a binary code to recover an assembly program, and converts it into CDFG. It then performs scheduling and binding to generate a Verilog HDL code based on typical high-level synthesis algorithms. ACAP has the following three synthesis modes.

1. Separate compilation mode: Selected subprograms of a given program are converted into hardware modules which are callable from the software part.
Interrupt Handling of MIPS R3000

MIPS R3000 handles interrupts by using CP0, the system control coprocessor, which is embedded in the CPU. CP0 has the following three registers to handle external interrupts:

- **EPC register**
  keeps the PC (Program Counter) value at which the interrupt is triggered.

- **Cause register**
  keeps the information regarding the cause of the interrupt, i.e., whether it is an external interrupt, an internal interrupt, or a system call, and also its detailed cause in the case of an external interrupt.

- **Status register**
  keeps the system’s status information such as the execution mode (the user mode or the kernel mode), and the interrupt mask.

The interrupt signals from external devices are sent to CP0, and then each of them is handled in the following way. Note that MIPS R3000 doesn’t handle multilevel interrupt and all the other interrupts happened during one interrupt handling are ignored.

- CP0 saves the PC value in the EPC register and the cause of the interrupt in the Cause register, and updates the Status register so that the system may run in the kernel mode and interrupts will be prohibited.

- CP0 sends an interrupt execution signal to the CPU, and writes the starting address of the interrupt handler into PC so that the CPU will jump to the handler.

- The handler saves the values of the general purpose registers to the main memory and calls the routine corresponding to the cause in the Cause register.

- After the routine finishes its tasks, the handler restores the general purpose registers.

- The handler restores the execution mode and clears interrupt prohibition, and the address in the EPC register is written back to PC so that the CPU can resume execution (or just jumps to the specified address for error handling).

To handle interrupts, the following instructions are used.

- **mfc0 and mtc0** (move from/to CP0)
  - mfc0 rt,rd moves the value in a CP0 register rd to a general purpose register rt, and mtc0 rt,rd does the move in the opposite way. Those instructions are used to access to the EPC, Cause, and Status registers.

- **rfe** (return from exception)
  It is executed at the end of the interrupt handler and restores the execution mode and the interrupt permission.

IV. High Level Synthesis of External Interrupt Handling

A. Overview

This paper proposes a high-level synthesis method which can generate hardware from programs containing external interrupt handlers. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the proposed method translates a linked executable code including an interrupt handler to a hardware module, which replaces the CPU and the instruction memory.

In the following sections, we assume MIPS R3000 as a CPU. We also base our method on the following assumptions.

- When the hardware accepts an interrupt, the control is transferred to the interrupt handler at the end of the basic block where the interrupt is accepted.
C. Synthesis of instructions for interrupt handling

In the stage of high-level synthesis, mfc0, mtc0, rfe, and syscall instructions are dealt with as operations executed by CP0, so that they are scheduled and bound to CP0. They are processed as follows.

B. Handling of external interrupts

The structure of the hardware generated by this method is shown in Fig. 4. The hardware has CP0 of MIPS R3000 as one of the functional units. Instructions, mfc0, mtc0 and rfe, are synthesized and bound to CP0. Register jumps used to branch to interrupt service routines and to return from interrupts are synthesized by using an operation to translate instruction addresses to the corresponding states of the hardware.

The interrupt handler cannot refer to the instruction address where the interrupt occurred nor access to the instruction memory. Although internal interrupts are not handled, system calls can be synthesized. This is to enable mutual exclusion of the accesses to shared resources.

In our method, the synthesized hardware module includes the CP0 coprocessor of MIPS R3000 as one of the functional units. Instructions, mfc0, mtc0 and rfe, are synthesized and bound to CP0. Register jumps used to branch to interrupt service routines and to return from interrupts are synthesized by using an operation to translate instruction addresses to the corresponding states of the hardware.

The structure of the hardware generated by this method is shown in Fig. 4. The hardware has CP0 of MIPS R3000 as a functional unit and three registers HW_sig, int_sig and ESTATE.

The flow of interrupt handling is as shown in Fig. 5. DFG1 through DFG4 are DFGs (data flow graphs) corresponding to the basic blocks of a given program, and s0 through s28 are states (control steps). An external interrupt triggered during the execution of DFG1 is processed in the following way.

1. The interrupt signal is sent to CP0 (a).
2. The interrupt execution signal from CP0 is latched in the int_sig register (b).
3. At the last state (s3) of DFG1, int_sig is tested (c). If it is 1, the next state of s3 (s8) is saved in the ESTATE register as the return state, and the hardware jumps to the starting state (s20) of the interrupt handler (Handler) (d).
4. At the initial state of the handler, int_sig is cleared (e).
5. At the last state (s28) of the last DFG (DFG4) of the handler, the status is restored and the hardware returns to the state saved in the ESTATE register.

The system call may happen in a same basic block. In this case, the transitions to the interrupt handler occur only at the end of the basic blocks, an external interrupt and a system call may happen in a same basic block. In this case, the system call is ignored, since CP0 stores the information of an external interrupt in Cause register. In order to avoid this situation, we first handle external interrupts, and then process the system call. The revised flow of the process is shown in Fig. 7, where an external interrupt occurs during the execution of DFG1 which contains syscall.

The syscall operation triggers a transition to the interrupt handler, just like external interrupts, by sending an execution signal of syscall to CP0. Since we assume the transitions to the interrupt handler occur only at the end of the basic blocks, external interrupt and a system call may happen in a same basic block. In this case, the system call is ignored, since CP0 stores the information of an external interrupt in Cause register.

The revised flow of the process is shown in Fig. 7, where an external interrupt happens during the execution of DFG1 which contains syscall.

- The external interrupt signal is sent to CP0 (a) and stored in the int_sig register as well as (c) in HW_sig register (b).
- At the last state (s3) of DFG1, int_sig and HW_sig are tested (d). If only one of them is 1, it is handled.
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The program shown in Fig. 12 consists of library functions to handle interrupts which is written in

D. Synthesis of register jump instructions

For the jalr and jr instructions used to select interrupt service routines and return from interrupt, their branch destinations cannot be determined by static analysis, because they depend on operand values computed at run-time. In this paper, these instructions are synthesized into hardware by using operations which convert instruction addresses into the corresponding states of the hardware.

As described before, if both of them are 1, the current state (s3), instead of the next state (s8), is stored in ESTATE (e) and the hardware jumps to the interrupt handler (Handler) (f).

- At the first state (s20) of Handler, int_sig and HW_sig are cleared (g).
- At the last state (s28) of the handler, the hardware jumps to the state saved in ESTATE (h). If both of the external interrupt and the system call are present, the hardware returns to s3 and executes the system call.

V. Experimental results

A. Simulation results

A binary synthesizer based on the proposed method has been implemented on top of ACAP. It is written in Perl5 and runs on Linux, Mac OS X, Cygwin on Windows, etc. The synthesized hardware is in the form of Verilog HDL.

A test program with external interrupt handling was written in C and assembly languages. After its behavior is verified on a MIPS R3000 compatible processor, the program is synthesized into hardware. The behavior of the resulting hardware was confirmed to be correct on the same test stimulus. The simulation is performed by Xilinx I Sim 14.3.

Programs used in the experiment are shown in Fig. 10, 11, and 12. The program shown in Fig. 10 gets integer data by interrupts, stores them in a buffer, and calculates the sum of squares of the input data in the main routine. Upon the interrupt function int_routine (lines 33–39) is called and values in variable input, which is mapped to the external input, are moved to array buffer. The main routine (lines 14–31) calculates the sum of squares in the loop in lines 22–24. In lines 26–28, buffer is initialized under an exclusive control between interrupt prohibition function int_prohibition and an interrupt permission function int_permission. A registration of int_routine is performed in line 19. In the program, int_routine is registered to be called for the zeroth external interrupt (EXEC_INT0). Also, function init_interrupt in line 18 performs initial setting to handle interrupts.

The program shown in Fig. 11 is the interrupt handler. When an external interrupt occurs, CPU first jumps to the top of the handler. The handler 1) saves the general purpose registers, 2) saves the return address, 3) calls the interrupt service routine function, 4) restores the general purpose registers, and 5) returns from the interrupt.

The program shown in Fig. 12 consists of library functions to handle interrupts which is written in
C and inline assembly. Function `init_interrupt` (lines 7–11) registers interrupt service routine execution function `run_exc_handler` (lines 20–41), which are called from the interrupt handler, and a routine `run_syscall_handler` (lines 43–53) for system call (EXC Sys). Function `int_prohibition` (lines 55–59) is an interface function to set interrupt prohibition by calling `run_syscall_handler` through system call and then, calling `int_prohibition_func` (lines 61–68). Function `int_permission` (lines 70–75) sets interrupt permission.

It was confirmed by simulation that the synthesized hardware switched to the interrupt handler at the end of the basic block in which the external interrupt signal was accepted, and that after the handler finished it resumed the original process. It is also confirmed that the CPU and the hardware produced exactly the same memory dump after the simulation, when the same numbers of interrupts were requested at the same timing. However, the CPU and the hardware behaved differently in terms of timing; the hardware branched to the handler at the end of the DFG where interrupt was accepted while the CPU switched to the handler just after the instruction at which the interrupt was signaled.

### B. Synthesis results

The Verilog code generated from the test program was synthesized by Xilinx ISE 14.3 targeting the Xilinx Spartan-3E FPGA. Three ALUs were used but ALU chaining was not applied.

The result is summarized in TABLE I. Rows “SW” and “HW” show the results of the software running on MIPS and synthesized hardware, respectively. “Slices”, “FFs”, “LUTs” and “Delay” are the numbers of slices, flip-flops, LUTs and delay times, respectively, and “Cycles” indicates the number of cycles spent on the main process and the external interrupt handler. The presented method reduced the delay and execution cycles by 14% and 26%, respectively which results in a speed up by about 1.6 times, at the cost of hardware increase by about 1.1 times. The increase is due to the increase in binary code size; the interrupt handler and `interrupt-lib.c` compiled to 84 and 85 instructions, respectively, where codes for normal routines consisted of 94 instructions.

### VI. Discussion

The proposed method allows jumps to the handler only at the end of the DFG. This is because register save and restore are done precisely as written in the handler code. However, high-level synthesizers generally generate extra registers to keep intermediate values, which will not be saved nor restored on interrupt handling. ACAP guarantees that such intermediate registers don’t appear at the end of basic blocks, so we can just let the synthesized hardware save and restore the registers, as long as the jumps occur only at the end of the DFG.

If we can completely separate the codes for interrupt handling from those for normal processing and can synthesize them into independent hardware modules, we may be able to get rid of this restriction. We are now working on this issue.
TABLE I: Result of synthesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Slices</th>
<th>FFs</th>
<th>LUTs</th>
<th>Delay [ns]</th>
<th>Cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>3144 (1.00)</td>
<td>1771 (1.00)</td>
<td>5632 (1.00)</td>
<td>25.24 (1.00)</td>
<td>5192 (1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW</td>
<td>3563 (1.13)</td>
<td>2003 (1.13)</td>
<td>6801 (1.21)</td>
<td>21.57 (0.85)</td>
<td>3816 (0.74)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, internal interrupts (software interrupts) are not considered. This is partly because of the register save/restore problem and also because architecture dependent codes are often written in internal interrupt handlers which are very difficult synthesize into equivalent hardware. If they are written as architecture independent or rewritten to work on synthesized hardware, it should not be difficult to synthesize the handlers.

VII. Conclusion

We have presented a high-level synthesis for programs with an external interrupt handling. The presented method has been implemented and it was confirmed that the interrupt handler runs correctly.

We are now working on response improvement discussed in Section IV, as well as trying to reduce the area and to improve the execution time of generated hardware.
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Fig. 12: interrupt_lib.c